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He is an independent boy who is ever smiling. He likes to 

find a solution to his problems himself. He always wants 

to know the correct answer for everything. At times, he 

shows a little carelessness and sleeps in the class. 

Academically, his performance in almost all the test is 

quite good. He participates in all activities like 

experiments, dramas, songs etc. In every field, he tries 

to give his best shot. He is especially fond of music.  

HINDI: 

 He is good in Hindi and he shows a lot of enthusiasm in 

almost 

everything related to the subject. He is able 

to understand the stories by reading himself 

but needs help with poems. He always tries to 

solve his problems by himself and before 

writing anything in his note book, he confirms 

from his teachers if it is right or not.  

He has done the textbook of Class 5: Bhasha 

Drishti. All the exercises with the questions 

and answer have been finished. In grammar, 

he has done the Class 4 book. He gets his 

notebook checked each time he completes a 

chapter. Now he is doing Basant Bhag 1, the 

textbook of Class 6 very sincerely. 

 

COMPUTER: 

Prabhat likes to type. He enjoys typing in Typing Master. He likes to play typing games. 

He drew many drawings in Paint.  



 

 

 

ENGLISH: A Self Report 

I have read many books such as Jatak tales, 

Panchatantra, Moral stories, Hitopadesh, 

Stories by Manoj Das and Enid Blyton’s 8 ‘o’ 

Clock Tales that I got issued from the 

library. In group reading, we have read 

Kunnu the Cub, Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory and George and the Marvellous 

Medicine. My reading speed is good but I 

do tend to stop abruptly sometimes and I 

need to improve upon this. Comprehending 

long paragraphs poses bit of a problem. My 

pronunciation is good. In dictation, I can 

write most of the words correctly with very 

few mistakes. Though I have a good 

handwriting but I still want to improve a lot. 

I enjoy looking up the meanings of difficult 

words in the dictionary. I try and speak in English so that my spoken English becomes 

better. I also end up using some Hindi words now and then. I need to stop doing this.  

SCIENCE: 

He is a very active and intelligent boy 
who is quite attentive in class. His class 
participation is quite good. He grasps 
the concepts very fast. He writes very 
well. He mostly scores the highest 
during the tests. He is excited and 
curious to learn and obtain knowledge. 
He answers the questions well and 
with the correct scientific terms.  
 
During the “body system”, he had chosen to take “circulatory system”. He spoke well 
during the presentation but he was shy. In topic of “Water”, he chose “water cycle and 
sources of water” and presented it to the Humility Group. 
 



 

 

TABLA: 

Prabhat is a good player of Tabla but 

sometimes he gets bored and makes 

mistakes. He gets tired quite often. He 

practices tabla with his friends. He is 

learning Teentaal. 

GAMES: 

He is a very good at football, basketball 

and volleyball. Out of these three, he likes 

football the most because he loves to run 

very fast. On the football field he tries and 

puts in best effort. He plays very well. He doesn’t take volleyball seriously. 

ART: 

Prabhat is very interested in learning crafts that are taught. His concentration power in 

this subject is very good. He has a talent for cutting anything that is asked of him. He’s 

always keen to know what he is going to learn today and is always ready to do anything. 

He is very quick in doing all kinds of crafts and finishes it first. He likes to see what the 

others are doing and helps them to finish their work.  

ODIYA: 

Prabhat shows good performance is Odiya; both in reading and writing. 



 

 

Social studies 

Prabhatis very good in studies. He grabs the point that has to be remembered. 
His writing is good but not clean. He finds History little boring and likes geography. In 
Georaphy he learnt about the heat zones, meridians, locating the time of a country from 
greenwahichmeridian.now he is studing Delhi Sultanate from7th class text book of 
Ratnasagar. His understanding is good and he can write answers in sentences, also ask 
questions to his other friends to help them in memorizing. 

SPORTS DAY: A Self Report 

I participated in circus on the Sports Day. I walked on stilts and though it was very 

challenging, but I could do it confidently and do it quite well. I felt scared when I was 

practising walking on the balancing bar, which was 6 feet high. Initially, I was falling 

again and again but I took it up as a challenge and finally succeeded. Finally, I did it!! I 

was doing a salute and a hand shake walking backward on the bar. I also walked on the 

bar holding a sling on my shoulder. I also participated in yogasana and did many asanas 

with the group. 

ANDAMAN TRIP: A Self Report 

I went to the Andaman Island for my trip. It was enjoyable because the food, the place, 

the monuments were all good. We travelled by a ship and it was the first time. I visited 

and saw many places in Andamans like the 

Cellular Jail, Flag Hoisting Point, Marina 

Park, Cabins Cove Beach, Saw Mill, Fish 

Museum, Science Centre, Radha Nagar 

Beach, Chidiya Tapu, Ross Island, Havelock, 

North Bay, Munda Pahad   Beach, Naval 

Museum

, Corrals 

and the 

Anthrop

ological 

Museum.  

We were staying at the Teacher’s Training Centre and 

the food was very nice. We ate fish almost every day. 

I liked the Fish Museum the best because we saw 

many fishes and corals like tiger fish, parrot fish, gold 

fish, rabbit, fish, and eel, and bolder coral, brain coral, 

mushroom coral, table coral. I did not like Chidiya 



 

 

Tapu because it was so boring and there were not many animals or birds.  

When we went to the Cellular Jail, I felt so sad to know about the plight of the freedom 

fighters and how they were tortured by the British. In the Cellular Jail, we also saw a 

Light and Sound show which was good and the paintings of Neta ji Subhash Chandra 

Bose. I liked the trip very much. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  


